MULTI-SLIDE DOOR DETAILS W/SCREENS
1-1/4" INSULATED GLAZING SHOWN
(9/16" SINGLE & 1-1/2" I.G. AVAILABLE)

- NAIL-ON HEAD
- EXTERIOR
- A4 ROLLERS
- FINISHED FLOOR
- MIN. 2 1/16" R.O.
- 11 1/2" SUB-SILLPAN DEPTH
- ALUMINUM SPACER (INSTALLATION ONLY)
- NAIL-ON LOCK JAMB
- INTERLOCKERS
- MEETING STILES
- INTERLOCKERS
- BLOCK LOCK JAMB
- ARCHETYPE NARROW HARDWARE

- GLASS PENETRATION = 9/16"
- NET FRAME HEIGHT INCLUDES SUB-SILLPAN.
- NET FRAME WIDTH DOES NOT INCLUDE SUB-SILLPAN.
- SUB-SILLPAN EXTENDS 1/4" BEYOND EACH JAMB.
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